The validation of software performance since the very early phases of the lifecycle is a crucial issue in complex software system design. Nowadays in the software development practice, the percentage of time and effort allocated to this task is still too small to avoid performance bugs, which are late to discover and hard to fix. This is due both to the short time to market and to the special skills needed (and often lacking in the development team) to effectively accomplish early performance validation.
Introduction
With the growing complexity and size of modern distributed software systems the need of tools to support design decisions is becoming a critical issue. Independently of the software process, the early design phases may heavily affect the software development and the quality of the final software product. Therefore inaccurate decisions at early phases may imply an expensive rework, possibly involving the overall software system. Software development teams often have to decide among different functionally equivalent design alternatives relying only on their own skills and experience. This choice is driven by non-functional factors such as performance, reliability, and topological/economical constraints. The criticality of these attributes is high even in software systems where non functional requirements are not explicitly expressed. In fact, in a component based, distributed software system the attributes such as performance, dependability, maintainability determine the quality of the product and the success of a software development. On one side, the problem of assessing the quality of single components is an active research area, on the other side even if it could be possible to assume "good quality" of components the quality of the assembled software system would not always be guaranteed. Hence it is mandatory to pursue further investigation, especially in the early development phases, on how components interact each other and with the environment.
The interest in applying performance methodologies and tools to the software development is very high. The information needed to build accurate models for performance evaluation of software systems, e.g. the hardware platform details, may become available quite late in the software lifecycle. On the other end, the increasing complexity of modern software systems moves the performance focus earlier in the lifecycle. Software Architectures (SA) are the natural candidate for such kind of analysis, and recently much work appeared aiming at carrying out quantitative analysis of software architectures [19, 20, 21, 5, 11, 3, 4] . From a wider perspective, the need of integration of nonfunctional and functional requirements analysis at architectural level has been recently highlighted in [16] .
In the software practice, it is generally acknowledged that the lack of performance requirement validation is mostly due to the knowledge gap between software engineers/architects and quality assurance experts rather than to foundational issues. Moreover, short time to market requirements make this situation even more critical. In this scenario software modeling notations and tools may play a crucial role to fill this gap as well as to shorten the perfor-mance validation time.
Nowadays to deal with performance analysis of software systems, several model notations can be used. These model notations fall into two main categories: notations like Queueing Networks that were initially proposed to represent performance features of actual systems, typically hardware or manufacturing systems [14] ; notations like (Stochastic) Petri Nets or Process Algebras that were first proposed in the software specification field and then exported in the whole performance domain [1, 9, 7] .
Early in the lifecycle, the choice of the performance model notation is still open. From the software designer perspective, there can be a relevant difference between the above choices. For example, while Queueing Networks are apparently quite far from the software developer knowledge, Process Algebras (or Petri Nets) seem to be closer to the developer viewpoint. Nevertheless, it can be observed that, in the last few years, Queueing Networks constitute the favorite target for performance assessment [4] , even in the early lifecycle phases where the software model is still based on abstract interacting components. Moreover, "Queuing Network modeling is a top-down process. The underlying philosophy is to begin by identifying the principal components of the system and the ways they interact, then supply any details that prove to be necessary" (quoting from [14] ). This suggests a very intuitive and natural mapping of Queueing Network with early in the software lifecycle artifacts, like software architectures descriptions.
On the other hand PA and PN have the advantage of importing performance analysis almost for free in their modeling, thus making the performance model construction straightforward at the expense of the behavioral model construction.
Based on these observations, the study described in this paper originates from our interest to investigate the impact that a performance model notation may have on the software development. The lack of studies in this direction has been outlined very recently in [17] . To this extent we consider the three major notations at work in a simple case study, namely Queuing Networks (QN), Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN), Stochastic Process Algebras (SPA). The question we would like to answer is: which notation may be more acceptable for a software designer? and under which assumptions on the designer skill and on the software development environment is this true?
To address these questions,we discuss these model notations, by means of the modeling and the analysis of a simple case study, along two dimensions:
1. adequacy to embed and manage performance relevant aspects (e.g., workloads) at the design architectural level;
2. easiness to model, adjust and modify the architectural aspects (e.g., number and type of components) taking into account the possible feedback obtained by means of performance validation.
The team we set up to experimentally compare the considered notations is made of six people that did not have a deep knowledge of any of the notations but were fairly acquainted with software engineering principles. They used the three tools to model the case study, and they reported on the dimensions of our interest. Far from being a formal classification of performance models, goal of this paper is to highlight the suitability of such notations from a software designer perspective basing on the case study modeling and analysis. Even from the analysis of a simple case study, relevant differences can be devised among performance models along the sketched dimensions.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the experimental framework that includes the architecture design process we propose and the case study we use along the paper, in Section 3 we model the case study by means of SPA, GSPN and QN, in Section 4 we apply the architecture design process to the three models and we comment the obtained results, in Section 5 we compare the three notations, whereas final remarks are presented in Section 6.
Experimental Framework
In this section we introduce the elements of our experimental framework, that are: (i) the architecture design process that we propose to take into account performance issues, and (ii) the case study on which we apply the process.
Architecture Design Process
In Figure 1 we show the design process we consider of a software architecture, enriched by the feedback coming out from the performance validation. At this level, performance is estimated with low knowledge of the hardware platform where the software system will be executed. Therefore, the expected performance feedback consists of the identification of "critical" software components/subsystems whose design needs to be revised.
The primary step consists of building, from an abstract description of the software system, a software architecture model that embeds performance aspects. The output of the performance assessment on the software architecture consists of a set of indices of interest (e.g., component throughput, mean queue length). From the output analysis, some issues may come out.
In response to these performance issues, a range of alternative solutions can be suggested, and these constitute the architectural feedback of Figure  1 . Being at the architectural level, the techniques to produce alternatives may affect either the components or the communications between them. The techniques we are interested to are the ones closely affecting the components and their workload, which essentially may fall in three categories: splitting, merging and duplication.
• Splitting an overloaded component in two or more components means to 
In this scenario a natural alternative could be splitting the component in two new ones, one providing just the s 1 service, and the other providing s 2 and s 3 services.
• Merging means to distribute the set of services provided from an underloaded component over a set of existing components. For example, let us suppose that the utilization of each component ( 6 ) is among the indices analyzed in the performance assessment step, and let us suppose that one component utilization is under a certain threshold (e.g., 40%). In this scenario a natural alternative could be distributing the services of this component over other ones whose utilizations allow such an overhead.
• Duplication of a component trivially means to create one or more new occurrences of the same component. This type of technique may be used every time the component can not be split, for example because it is a minimal component (i.e. it provides only one basic service) or because of some design constraints that force the software structure.
At the checkpoint in Figure 1 the choice among alternatives is performed considering all software product/process requirements. In practice, the developer must make a tradeoff analysis in order to decide whether and how it is worth to refine the architecture according to the performance feedback.
The numerical labels on the edges of Figure 1 refer to the above introduced dimensions (i.e., adequacy and easiness) and indicate the steps we concentrate to observe and compare the three model notations. The remaining steps may be affected from those dimensions as well, but for the scope of this paper we are more interested in the designer viewpoint rather than to the performance evaluator one.
Case Study : a XML translator
In this section we present the simple system on which we have based our experimentation.
The software system we consider is called XML translator (XT). It automatically builds an XML document from a text document with respect to a given XML schema [24] . The text document has a fixed structure to allow the automatic identification of its specific parts that are then emphasized by using the XML tags defined in the given XML Schema.
The system reads a text document, and creates a new XML file with the information content of the text document suitably formatted with respect to the considered XML syntax [23] and the XML Schema. The system builds the new file by iterative steps in which identifies useful information and marks it up. Multiple users can concurrently connect to the system and request its services.
From this first description of the system we can identify two distinct software components:
• a StructureBuilder, that preprocesses the text file to create its XML related content (i.e. XML special characters) conform to the XML syntax rules. The output of this step is a new text file semantically equivalent to the former, but syntactically different. It also creates an empty XML file according with the established XML Schema, i.e. the file contains only the structure of the document.
• a Marker that, by using a heuristic approach, localizes useful information in the text document, singles out it by significant tags from the XML Schema and inserts this chunk of information in the XML file. This component works iteratively on the XML version of the document for an unknown number of times until it is not acceptable (i.e., it does emphasize most of the useful information under certain heuristic conditions).
A static description of XT system is shown in Figure 2 , whereas its behavioral aspects are defined by means of the UML Sequence Diagram [22] in Figure 3 , which shows that all the interactions are asynchronous. In this section we present the SPA, GSPN and QN models of the case study (XT) introduced in Section 2.2. At the end of each model description we report specific considerations about the tool used as well as general thoughts about the notation. SPA and GSPN are extensions of, respectively, Process Algebra (PA [15] ) and Petri Net (PN [18] ), that introduce features to model timing and probabilistic aspects of software systems. PA and PN are well-known notations used to model behavior of different types of systems. In the following we assume readers familiar with PA, PN and QN basics [15, 18, 14] .
Across the three models we use a set of common parameters, that are introduced to characterize performance aspects. In particular:
• lambda represents the inverse of the user average thinking time, that is the average interval of time between a system response and the following user request;
• mu1, mu2 are the service rates of the StructureBuilder and Marker components, respectively;
• p models the probability of document refinement (namely the heuristic condition in Section 2.2).
Note that mu1 and mu2 are intrinsic parameters of the software system (i.e. they depend on the internal design of the software components), whereas lambda models the types of users and p the types of documents to be processed.
All of them assume the same meaning, independently of the notation adopted to model the system. So, they will be used as reference values to configure our experiments in Section 4.
Stochastic Process Algebras
Stochastic Process Algebras (SPA [12, 2, 10] ) permit to label a process action with a rate which may represent either a time value (i.e., estimated time for action execution) or a probability (i.e., frequency of action execution).
We modeled our case study by using the TIPP stochastic process algebra [9] , which fits our modeling requirements and is supported by a stable design and evaluation tool (namely TIPPtool [13] ). TIPPtool is a free downloadable software, which allows to edit the model and perform qualitative and
process User := (work,lambda); enq1; arrival; User endproc process Queue1(n,k) : quantitative analysis. These tasks are supported by a user-friendly GUI.
The TIPP specification of the XML translator system is shown in Figure  4 . It includes two processes, one for each software component identified in Section 2.2, i.e. the StructureBuilder process and the Marker process.
To properly model the whole system, we introduce two additional processes, Queue1 and Queue2, that represent buffers to store asynchronous service requests addressed respectively to StructureBuilder and to Marker. An external user is modeled by a special process, User, that generates text formatting requests for the system.
The internal behavior of each process is modeled using a standard process algebra semantics. Process actions are nondeterministically composed by the [] operator, and each action may be guarded with a boolean expression (e.g., [n>0] ); action sequencing is expressed by the semicolon operator.
We have simple actions (e.g., enq1 ) and rated actions, whose rates can be used as measures of either their execution times (e.g., (markup,mu2)) or their relative execution frequencies (e.g., (refinement,p)). The execution time is straightforwardly obtained from inverting the rate value (e.g., markup execution time is given by 1/mu2). The same rate may be also used to transform a nondeterministic choice among actions into a stochastic one. For example, in Figure 4 , refinement and backtousers are rated actions, but since they are placed as heads of two nondeterministic alternatives, their rates also give (besides the standard time meaning) the relative frequency of each alternative. In other words, the refinement alternative will be selected with a p/(p + (100000 − p)) frequency (while its execution time will be 1/p), and the backtousers alternative will be selected with a (100000 − p)/(p + (100000 − p)) frequency (while its execution time will be 1/100000 − p).
Finally, the whole system behavior is specified in the topmost part of Figure 4 , where the basic system processes are composed by using the parallel operator ||| and the synchronization actions (e.g., [enq1,arrival] ). For the sake of the example, we show in Figure 4 a system configuration with 3 users.
TIPP tool specific considerations
The particular choice of rates p and 100000 − p is due to the need of introducing relative frequencies over two alternatives introducing almost no further delays to their execution times. In fact, by varying the interval of values for p from 10000 to 90000 by 10000, we are able to model different stochastic distributions with negligible delays. This artifice is strictly related to the semantics underlying the TIPP Process Algebra. It can be overcome by using a different algebra/tool. For example, the EM P A gr Process Algebra [7] permits to associate priorities and execution frequencies to immediate actions (corresponding to the simple ones of the TIPP algebra).
Process Algebras general thoughts
PA allow a natural mapping between processes and architectural components. This helps the software designer to describe the software architecture. However, in order to quantify the component behavior the PA specification requires more details on the internal behavior of the components (in terms of the actions each process performs) often not available in the early stages of a development process. With regard to component interactions, PA allow one to easily specify synchronous interactions. In order to introduce asynchronism in communication some additional structures (e.g. processes) are needed, one example is processes that model waiting queues and scheduling policies over queues. On the positive side, SPA allow the specification of a performance model with a notation that is not distant from the one used for software specification, hence attaining the feature of easiness to use from software designers.
Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets
Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (GSPN [1] ) extend the PN model notation to introduce several features among which timed transitions and stochastic distributions on nondeterministic behaviors.
We modeled the XT system by using a GSPN, and we used for performance analysis the HiQPN tool [6] . HiQPN is a free downloadable software, which (like TIPPtool does for SPA) permits the model definition and certain types of analysis, also supported by a user-friendly GUI.
Our GSPN model of the XT system is shown in Figure 5 . The lower shaded areas highlight the sub-nets modeling the StructureBuilder and the Marker components. The higher shaded areas represent the system users that provide text formatting requests to the system. . . .
. . . 
Fig. 5. Petri Net model of XMLtranslator system
The generic i − th user is made up of two places: P 2i−1 represents a busy user (formulating a request), and P 2i represents an idle user (waiting for a reply). With the user busy two tokens appear in P 2i−1 ; upon a work i transition firing, one token goes into P 2i to move the user in a waiting state, and one token enqueues to Q 1 . Q 1 models the waiting queue of the StructureBuilder component.
The same logic applies to the StructureBuilder (Marker ) component, since a token into SB 1 (M 1 ) represents the idle state of the component, whereas a pair of tokens into SB 2 (M 2 ) models its busy state. Service requests processed by StructureBuilder enqueue to Q 2 , which models the waiting queue of the Marker component. Service requests processed by Marker may be either refined from the same component (enqueued in Q 2 ) or sent back to the users as replies of accomplished service (enqueued in Q 0 ).
We assigned a time attribute to every transition modeling the service execution of a component. The timed transitions of the model are: work i , the i − th user is formatting a text; preproc, the StructureBuilder component is processing a request; markup, the Marker component is processing a request. All the remaining transitions are immediate. A probabilistic selection rule is applied to the transitions outgoing M 3 , in order to model the relative frequency of the ref inement and back alternatives.
HiQPN tool specific considerations
Since our intent is to consider basic modeling notations, the model of Figure 5 has been built using a minimal Petri Net notation that allows the model- The complexity of our model would be lower by using extended notations, but this would mean also a higher PN skill in the software designer that we want instead to keep minimal. However, the choice of adopting such a powerful PN tool (i.e., HiQPN) leaves open the possibility, in future, of considering more complex and demanding models.
Petri Nets general thoughts
With basic Petri Nets (PN) the system is modeled from a functional viewpoint, making it difficult to identify components within the model. Indeed there is no direct mapping between PN facilities (places, transitions and tokens) and software components, rather a software component may correspond to a Petri sub-net. The PN notation was originally created to model concurrent systems, so it is especially suited for modeling systems with several loosely coupled components. In cases of highly interacting components, synchronous interactions are obviously modeled, whereas asynchronous ones may require (as for Process Algebras) additional structures. For example a simple priority based scheduling on a waiting queue requires the usage of an extended PN notation, such as Colored Petri Nets. As for PA, out of the above limitations, extensions of PN (such as GSPN) allow to specify a performance model with a notation that is not distant from the one used for software specification.
Queueing Networks
Queueing Networks are a well-known notation for modeling system performance [14] .
To solve the QN model of the XT system we used the Mean Value Algorithm (MVA [14] ), since the model is in product form. Our MVA implementation takes as input a text file containing all the parameters needed to the computation (such as number of users, service rates and the QN topology) and gives as output four text files, each containing values of a performance index: utilization, throughput, mean queue length and response time, respectively.
In Figure 6 we show the Queueing Network Model of XT system. It reflects very closely the description in Figure 2 . Each component is modeled as a queued service center, while the group of users is modeled as an Infinite Servers center. Timing attributes are assigned in a straightforward manner to the service centers. A probabilistic selection rule is applied to the paths outgoing the Marker service center to model the relative frequency of the ref inement and back − to − users alternatives.
MVA specific considerations
We just like to remark that the possibility of evaluating the QN model by means of the MVA algorithm is due to the simple nature of our case study, which results in a product form model.
Queuing Networks general thoughts
Queuing Networks embed an intuitive mapping between components and service centers. For software modeling at the architectural level, they also provide an immediate way to connect components, that is by means of connections among service centers. Of course, communications among service centers are all asynchronous, based on the queues associated to service centers. Being queues explicitly modeled, different scheduling policies are easy to introduce. Limitations arise in QN when synchronous interactions have to be modeled. In these cases, QN modeling has to add atypical features such as null length queues, and their evaluation may become much more complex. Besides, QN are not well suited to describe details of internal behavior of the components in terms of the actions each component performs. Therefore, in late lifecycle phases, when the software modeling requires more details, QN may not be powerful enough to support software design, so resulting far from common software notations.
Models at work: results and comments
In this section we apply the architecture design process (shown in Figure 1 ) to the XT system, described in Section 2.2 and modeled in Section 3. This experiment is aimed at comparing the ability of the three considered notations to embed feedback coming from performance validation.
We have used two different configurations of model parameters, that in this section we identify respectively as ( • Fast Marker: lambda = 0.5, mu1 = 1.0, mu2 = 1.5.
For both configurations we assume that other software systems represents the users of the XT system, and this assumption allows such low values for lambda. Each configuration has been evaluated with the probability of document refinement assuming the following values: p ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}.
The comparison is carried on two performance indices that are the mean queue length (i.e. average number of documents waiting to be processed) and the throughput (i.e. average number of documents processed per time unit) of each software component building up the XT system. We study the index trends while growing the number of XT users.
We like to remark that the complexities of the model evaluation processes may sensibly differ from each other, and they may also introduce some approximation errors in the index values. It is out of the scope of this paper to compare the model notations along this dimension, because many other factors would enter into the picture (e.g. product forms, solution tool features).
Due to the low complexity of the XT system, full convergence has been experienced over the performance index values obtained for the considered notations. The result values are shown in the following sections. Observe that the full convergence of the results validates the three models of XT system and assesses their semantic equivalence. Figure 7 shows the performance indices for the Fast StructureBuilder configuration. The results analysis in this case brings the straightforward consideration that the workload of the Marker component is too high. In fact, overall the document types (modeled by p), the Marker throughput saturates for a number of users that goes from 2 to 5.
Fast StructureBuilder
Note that the Marker component is minimal, in the sense introduced in Section 2.1. Therefore the only suitable feedback alternative consists of duplicating the component itself. At the checkpoint of the architecture design process (see Figure 1) , we suppose that the developer opts to refine the architecture by duplicating the Marker component.
The refinement implementation obviously depends on the model notation (i.e. SPA, GSPN, QN). The modifications required to duplicate the Marker component are shown in the following, and all of them require the duplication of the Marker waiting queue as well.
SPA -No new process definition is introduced. The only modification concerns the behaviour part of the specification shown in Figure 4 , where the subsystem composed by the Queue2 and Marker processes has been duplicated. The new instance of this subsystem runs in parallel to the existing one, and it also synchronizes with the remaining part of the XT system by means of the enq3 action. The service requests sent to the subsystem are now routed to each instance with a probability of 0.5. GSPN -To model the new XT architecture, the subsystem composed by the Q 2 place and the Marker sub-net (i.e. the one in the Marker shaded area in Figure 5 ) must be duplicated. In order to connect these subsystems with the remaining part of the system, a new place (namely P ) and two new transitions (namely T 1 and T 2 ) have to be introduced in the GSPN model. The Preproc transition now goes into the new place P instead of going in the Q 2 place. T 1 and T 2 outgo the place P, and each one enters an instance of the Q 2 place. T 1 and T 2 are immediate transitions and we associate a 0.5 relative frequency to each one in order to model the same workload for each subsystem instance.
QN -The Marker service center with its waiting queue has to be duplicated. The paths outgoing the StructureBuilder service center enter with 0.5 probability each Marker instance.
New results (shown in Figure 8 ) are obtained from evaluating the new models. From a quick analysis we observe that the throughput of any Marker instance has decreased and the performance of the whole system has improved, because no evident bottleneck appears over the range of values considered for the number of users. The StructureBuilder component shows a quite high throughput which is still far from saturation.
We judge these results satisfactory for the software designer, thus exiting the process at the checkpoint. Fast Marker Figure 9 shows the performance indices for the Fast Marker configuration. Even here the StructureBuilder and Marker components experience some saturation phenomenon for extreme values of p (i.e., p = 0.1 for the former component and p = 0.9 for the latter one). The designer may consider acceptable, in this case, the XT behavior since for all the intermediate p values the system seems to perform sufficiently well, thus he/she exits the architecture design process.
Summing up: the three notations at glance
In this section, we discuss the lessons learned from the experiment. In Table 1 we show the results that come out from the general thoughts on the considered notations presented in Section 3, and from the experiment report. Of course, the interpretation of the results also take into account the limitations derived from the case study we used. In fact, the case study presents some peculiar aspects, such as all asynchronous communications, small architectural size (i.e., limited number of components), and lack of external sources/sinks of requests (i.e., it is a closed system), that might promote a notation versus the other ones.
In Section 1 we devised the capability of each modeling notation as a combination of ability to describe and refine typical architectural aspects and adequacy to embed and manage performance relevant aspects. In Table 1 these two macro-dimensions are identified as easiness and adequacy. Easiness divides into easiness to model which considers the difficulty to provide the initial model and its refined versions (in terms of their topology), and easiness to resize which considers the difficulty to change the system configuration, i.e. to change the number of instances of a component. Adequacy refers to the capability of the model to embed and manage performance aspects, e.g. to express service times. We use a coarse grain numerical scale for these dimensions, with only three ordered values: low, medium and high.
Easiness to model holds medium for QN because although they are quite distant from commonly used design notations, in the early software lifecycle phases there is a natural correspondence with architectural concepts ( 8 ). Easiness to model holds medium also for SPA and GSPN even though they may be considered notations familiar to software designers. Their drawback is that as soon as the system architecture becomes more complicated the complexity of the models sensibly increases.
Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets result difficult to resize. Let us consider, for example, the users issue. In order to modify the number of considered users the sub-net corresponding to the user has to be singled out, duplicated and suitably connected to the network. Stochastic Process Algebras and Queueing Networks are instead easy to resize. In SPA it is sufficient to compose new user (process) instances in parallel, and in QN only an input parameter needs to be changed.
Adequacy is high for QN where performance indices, input parameters and routing probabilities are explicitly considered and managed. GSPN and SPA instead provide performance information less directly. For example, in both cases in order to represent the routing probability, notational tricks needed to be adopted: in the PA two extra actions were introduced, while in GSPN an extra place and two immediate transitions were introduced.
In summary QN seemed to behave better with respect to all the considered dimensions despite their performance analysis aptitude. This should not surprise, as sketched at the beginning of this section, since we are using the QN notation at the architectural level, where behavioral details can be hidden. The limitation of QN lays in their potential distance from the behavioral model. The more behavioral details (possibly internal to components) the software model requires, the more lack of expressiveness the QN notation suffers.
Considered dimensions vs refinement techniques
The feedback obtained from a performance analysis consists in several suggestions of architectural refinements. In Section 2.1 we have devised three categories of architectural refinements, i.e. splitting, merging and duplication. From a practical viewpoint the characteristics of the adopted notation (i.e., easiness and adequacy) affect the complexity of the implementation of the architecture refinements suggested from the performance results.
Let us separately consider the three refinement techniques. Each component splitting changes the architecture topology, therefore a notation with a high value of easiness to model would be suited to this goal. A similar consideration can be made for merging operations, whereas it is evident that component duplications are better supported from notations with high values of easiness to resize. Besides, the application of any refinement technique leads to changes in performance aspects such as workload distribution and routing probabilities among components. Therefore the adequacy of the notation is better being high in any case.
Of course these considerations cannot affect our classification of the considered notations. In fact, before starting the architecture design process ( Figure  1 ) it is virtually unattainable to predict what types of refinements will be suggested from the performance results, so the choice of the modeling notation cannot be affected from these considerations.
Conclusions
The motivations for the experiment presented in this paper come from the work in the field of software performance and software architectures we carried on in the last few years. The three performance model notations (and their variants) we presented, have been and are largely used. Normally the choice of one of them, as basis of a performance validation approach, is due to several factors which do not consider the user/software-designer perspective. The aim of our experiment was to look at these model notations in order to assess their suitability to support software designers. From the reported results we do not intend to induce general assessments on this field, due to the limitations of the case study and the experimental setting. We rather aim at setting a framework for a campaign of significant experiments in this direction.
From the software designer point of view, QN provide the most abstract/blackbox notation, thus allowing easier feedback and model comprehension, especially in a component-based software development framework. For QN the problem remains to easily obtain the model from the behavioral descriptions, especially when a certain level of behavioral detail is required. This is not a problem in the other two models once the designers use the same notations for the behavioral descriptions. Therefore in cases where performance and behavioral analyses are both needed PA and PN notations evidently take advantage.
If we assume a standard development process, with standard software artifacts, like UML-based ones, the effort to produce the performance model from the behavioral description is comparable for all the three notations. In this context, it becomes relevant the existence of algorithms and tools that allow the creation of performance models from standard software artifacts at whatever level of detail. Several automated methodologies have been recently introduced for QN [4] but, to our knowledge, do not yet exist complete methodologies for GSPN and SPA. In order to make performance analysis widely used, future research must focus on the automatization and engineering of existing approaches which integrates standard behavioral modeling with performance model generation, and on the availability of user-friendly frameworks to carry on the analysis.
